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1814) Modern Adventisti content themselves
with the conviction that the signs of the
Advent are mulhplj Ing the blessed event
which will solve the world e ills Believeis will
be saved but the sects differ as to whether the
unjust will be tortured in hell annihilated or
merely remain asleep eternally
Agnosticism.   Sef God and Man
Albisenses also known as Cathari. Trench 12th
cent heretical sect (named aftr the town of
Albi in Provence) who maintained that material
things belonged to the realm of Satan and that
salvation was to be achieved by cnLhins all
animal instincts particularly the sexual in
sttnet universal continence would end the
domination of matter by the extinction of the
human race The eating of animal flesh was for
bidden and vegetarianism enjoined In order to
weaken the desires Those who rigidly kept to
these rules were initiated into the grade of the
Perfect those unable fully to comply were
known as the Believers Condemned at,
heretics by Pone Innocent IH the sect was
finally exterminated in the 41bigensian Crusade
led by Simon de Montfort towards the end of the
12th cent (In his thoroughness de Montfort
ako succeeded m destroying the high culture of
the Troubadours ) See Mamchaeism
Alchemy ancient art associated with magic and
aJirologv m which modern chemistry has its
roots .The eprhest mention of alchem> cornea
from ancient Egypt but its later practitioners
attributed its origins to such varied sources as
the fallen angels of the Bible to Moses and
Aaron but most commonly to Hermes Tns
megistus often identified with the Egyptian god
Thoth whose knowledge of the divine art was
handed down only to the sons of kings (cf the
phrase hermetically sealed ) Its main
object was the transmutation of metals
Egyptian speculation concerning this reached
its height during the 6th cent in the Alex
andrian school Brought to Western Europe by
the Moslems one of its most famous Arab ex
ponents was Jabir (c 760-o 816) known to the
Latins as Geber who had a laboratory at Kufa
on the Tigris One school of early Greek philo
sophy held that there was ultimately only one
elemental matter of which everything was
composed Such men as Albertus Magnus
(120(5-80) and Eoger Bacon (1214-94) assumed
that by removing impurities this materia pnma
could be obtained Although Bacons Ideas
were m many ways ahead of his tune he firmly
believed hi the philosopher s stone which could
turn base metals into gold and in an elixir of life
which would give eternal youth Modern
science has of course shown in its researches
into radioactivity the possibility of transmnta
tion of certain elements but this phenomenon
hag little bearing on either the methods of the
alchemist or the mysteries with which he sur
rounded them
Anabaptists.   See Baptists
Analytical Psychology the name given by Carl
Gustav June (1876-1961) of Zurich to his
system of psychology which like Adler s (see
Adlerian psychology) took its origin from
Ereuds psychoanalysis from -which both
diverged in 1911 Briefly Jung differed from
Freud (1) in believing that the latter had laid
too much emphasis on the sexual drive as the
basic one tax nwn and replacing it with the con
oept of Zifrido or life energy of which sex forma a
part (2) m his theory of types men are either
extrovert or introvert (%e their interest is
turned primarily outwards to the world or in
wards to the self) and they apprehend ex
penence ia four main ways one or other of
which is predominant m any given Individual—
sensing feeling thinking or intuiting (3) hi his
belief that the individuals unconscious mind
contains not only repressed material which, as
Ireud maintained was too unpleasant to be
allowed Into awareness but also faculties which
had not been allowed to develop—e,o the
emotional side of the too rational man. the
feminine side of the too masculine one (4) in
the importance he attaches to the existence of a
collective unconscious at a still deeper level
which contains traces of ancient ways of
thought which mankind has inherited over the
centuries These are the arehetyyes and include
 vacnie primitrve notions of rmcic spirits and
witchea birth and death god's virem mothers
resurrection etc In the treatment of neuroses
Jung believed to the importance of \.a) the
present situat on which the patient refuses to
face (6) the bringing together of conscious and
unconscious and integrating them
In the 1940s and 60s interest In Jnng s ideas
waned at least in acidemic circles as the
emphasis among espenmpntal psychologists
°hifted closer and closer to the hard bcienti
fie line This was also true in the field of
psychoan Ji sis where the Jungian as opposed
to the Freudian point of view became progres
siveh less popular Vt the pre ent time this
trend is beginning to reverse and nhile Jung s
offbeat views on astrology telepathj etc ire
still unfashionable a reappraisal of the sigmn
cince of his views on the nature of the uncon
scious is taking place and many psychologist1;
feel that his contribution to our understanding
of the nature of human mental processes-, has
been greatly underated See also Psychoanaly
sis
Anarchism a, political philosophy which holds in
the words of the Amencrn anarchist Josiah
Warren (1798-1874) an t irly follower of Pobert
Owen that every man should be his own
government his own law las owe church
The idea that governmental interference or even
the mere existence of authority i<s inherently
bad is as old as Zeno the Greek Stoic philo
sopher who believed that compulsion perverts
the normal nature of man V, ilaain Godwin s
Enquiry Concerning Political Justict, (1793) was
the first systematic expedition of the doctrine
Godwin (father in law of Shelley) claimed that
man is by nature sociable co operative
rational and good when given the choice to
act freely that under such conditions men will
form volimtan groups to work m complete
social harmony Such groups or communities
would be based on eqmality of income no state
control no properts this state of affairs would
be brought about by rational discussion and per
suasion rather than by revolution
The French economist Proudhon (1809-65)
was the first to brrng anarchism to the status of a
mass movement In his book What w frovertv1
he stated bluntly that property is theft and
governments are the scourge of God He
urged the formation of co operative credit banks
where money could be had without interest and
goods could be exchanged at cost value at a rate
representing the hours of work needed to pro
duce each commodity Like Godwin he dis
approved of violence but unlike Marx dis
approved of trades unions as representing
organised groups
In communistic anarchism these Ideas were
combined with a revolutionary philosophy
primarily by the Russians Michael Bakunin
(1814-76) and Peter Kropotkm. (1842-1921) who
favoured training workers in the technique of
direct action to overthrow the state by all
possible means, including' political assassma
tion. In 1868 anarchists joined the First
International which broke up a few years later
after a bitter struggle between Bakunirusts and
Marxists Subsequently small anarchist groups
murdered such political figures as Tsar Alex
ander H of Kussia, King Humbert of Italy
Presidents Carnot of Prance and MacKlnley
of America, and the Empress Elizabeth of
Austria
Anarchism and communism differ m three
mam -ways (1) anarchism forms no political
party rejects all relationship with established
authority and regards democratic reform as a
setback (2) communism is against capitalism
anarchism against the state as such (3) both
have the final goal of a classless society but
anarchism rejects the idea of an intermediate
period of socialist state control accepted by
cvjTnTminiHTn Philosophical anarchists, such as
the American writer Henry David Thoiean
(1S17-62) were primarily individualists who
believed hi a return to nature the non payment
of taxes, and passive resistance to state control
Jn these respects Thoreau strongly influenced
Gandhi aa did the Christian anarchist Tolstoy
Bee also Syndicalism
Anglicanism, adherence to the doctrine and

